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Abstract

This study explores the Design Reference Mission (DRM) architecture
developed by Hufenbach et al. (2015) as a prelude to the release of the 2018
Global Exploration Roadmap (GER) developed by the International Space
Exploration Coordination Group (ISECG). The focus of this study is the
exploration of the south polar region of the Moon, a region that has not
been visited by any human missions, yet exhibits a multitude of scientifically
important locations – the investigation of which will address long standing
questions in lunar research. This DRM architecture involves five landing sites
(Malapert massif, South Pole /Shackleton crater, Schrödinger basin, Anto-
niadi crater, and the South Pole-Aitken basin center), to be visited in sequen-
tial years by crew, beginning in 2028. Two Lunar Electric Rovers (LER) are
proposed to be tele-robotically operated between sites to rendez-vous with
crew at the time of the next landing. With engineering parameters in mind we
explore the feasibility of tele-robotic operation of these LERs between lunar
landing sites, and identify potential high interest sampling locations en-route.
Additionally, in-depth sample collection and return traverses are identified
for each individual landing site across key geologic terrains that also detail
crew Extra-Vehicular Activity (EVA). Exploration at and between landing
sites is designed to address a suite of National Research Council (National
Research Council, 2007) scientific concepts.

Keywords: Moon, Lunar exploration, Design Reference Mission, Sample
return, South Pole-Aitken Basin, Landing sites
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1. Introduction

As the international community continues to move forward with its vi-
sion for Solar System exploration, it is important to articulate a framework
for inter-agency discussion and collaboration so that vital scientific questions
may be addressed, and the overall strategic vision enhanced. The Global
Exploration Roadmap (GER) provides such a framework. Developed by
the International Space Exploration Coordination Group (ISECG) and last
updated in 2018, the GER communicates a vision for collaborative and co-
ordinated exploration of the Solar System, beginning with the International
Space Station (ISS), continuing to the Moon and, eventually, leading to hu-
man missions on Mars (International Space Exploration Coordination Group,
2018).

Prior to the publication of the 2018 GER, envisaged updates to the 2013
version (International Space Exploration Coordination Group, 2013) were
presented by Hufenbach et al. (2015), who summarized the status of De-
sign Reference Missions (DRM) targeting the lunar vicinity and surface, and
highlighted the value these missions have for advancing the implementation
of the GER. Hufenbach et al. (2015) also identified several opportunities for
international cooperation and outlined a set of mission themes. This study
examines the third theme – Humans to the Lunar Surface – and, in particular,
its second phase ‘Human Lunar Surface Missions’.

The plan for Human Lunar Surface Missions is shaped by science, strate-
gies for surface campaigns, and a Mars-forward perspective. The proposed
missions focus on the south polar region and target five sites of diverse scien-
tific interest: Malapert massif (85.99◦S, 2.93◦W), the South Pole/Shackleton
crater (89.3◦S, 130.0◦W), Schrödinger basin (75.40◦S, 138.77◦E), Antoniadi
crater (69.7◦S, 172.0◦W), and the South Pole-Aitken (SPA) basin center
(60.0◦S, 159.9◦W). Here, we adjust the latitude and longitude of those sites
slightly (Figure 1) in order to maximize scientific return within a 100 km
Mars-forward exploration zone (Hufenbach et al., 2015). This exploration
zone represents the maximum distance crewed rovers can travel from the
landing site in order to return to a Lunar Orbital Platform-Gateway (LOP-
G) within a 36 hr window in the event a mission abort is necessary (Whitley
et al., 2017).

These sites are to be explored sequentially, beginning with Malapert mas-
sif. Before the first crew lands, two small pressurized rovers (SPRs), flight
versions of the Lunar Electric Rover (LER), are delivered to the landing site.
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Once a crew arrives, it uses the rovers to explore the local region. After crew
return to a LOP-G with the ascent vehicle and deliver samples back to Earth
using the Orion, the rovers are tele-robotically driven to the next landing site
where they can be used by a second crew. At each landing site, a crew of
four is deployed, with two assigned to each SPR.

Here, we design (i) traverses between the landing sites and (ii) traverses
in the vicinity of each landing site. To guide the design of those traverses, we
utilize the key science concepts and investigative goals summarized by the
National Research Council (NRC) (National Research Council, 2007). We
list the prioritized and ranked concepts below:
1. The bombardment history of the inner solar system is uniquely revealed

on the Moon.
2. The structure and composition of the lunar interior provide fundamental

information on the evolution of a differentiated planetary body.
3. Key planetary processes are manifested in the diversity of lunar crustal

rocks.
4. Lunar volatiles increase our understanding of the composition state and

distribution of volatiles in the lunar polar regions.
5. Lunar volcanism provides a window into the thermal and compositional

evolution of the Moon.
6. The Moon is an accessible laboratory for studying the impact process on

planetary scales.
7. The Moon is a natural laboratory for regolith processes and weathering

on anhydrous airless bodies.
8. Processes involved with the atmosphere and dust environment of the Moon

are accessible for scientific study while the environment remains in a pris-
tine state.

Within these eight concepts are 35 specific science goals to be addressed.
Concepts 1 to 7 and their associated goals provide the framework against
which the feasibility of each location within this study is assessed. Concept
8 has been addressed by the Lunar Atmosphere Dust and Environment Ex-
plorer (LADEE) mission and is not considered further here as we focus on
addressing lunar interior and surface goals.

These concepts and goals were previously evaluated in a global lunar
landing site study (Kring and Durda, 2012) which objectively identified
scientifically-rich landing site locations. One of the sites, the Schrödinger
basin, was identified in that study to be the highest priority landing site
on the lunar surface because of the broad range of science and exploration
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objectives that could be addressed within that single location. Design ref-
erence missions, like those of Hufenbach et al. (2015) and Whitley et al.
(2017), utilize a set of high-priority landing sites identified from Kring and
Durda (2012) to realize exploration architecture set forth in the Global Ex-
ploration Roadmap (International Space Exploration Coordination Group,
2013, 2018).

This study ’closes the loop’ in that we demonstrate how the design refer-
ence mission and engineering concepts of Hufenbach et al. (2015) can achieve
the National Research Council (2007) goals and objectives using the mission
architecture set forth in the Global Exploration Roadmap International Space
Exploration Coordination Group (2013, 2018). We also utilize contributions
from other landing site and traverse studies (Steenstra et al., 2016; Sruthi
and Kumar, 2014; Kramer et al., 2013; Kring and Durda, 2012; Borst et al.,
2012; Gibson and Jolliff, 2011). Steenstra et al. (2016), in particular, utilizes
architecture from ISECGs European Space Agency led Human-Enhanced
Robotic Architecture and Capability for Lunar Exploration (HERACLES)
mission concept (Landgraf et al., 2015), demonstrating the growing interest
in human-robotic partnership for future exploration. Insights and implied
trade studies (section 6) arising from this work will help to further interna-
tional collaboration on human-assisted robotic missions. It should be noted
that once a formal landing site selection process has been performed by the
international community the assessments within this paper can (and will) be
performed again on the finalized selection.

Our results will be presented as follows: section 2 provides a general
overview of the geology of the SPA basin and each proposed human landing
site, section 3 details concept of operations information such as mission ar-
chitecture elements, SPR functionality, sample collection requirements, and
communication requirements. Section 4 details traverses between landing
sites, and at and around each site – taking parameters such as safe driving
distances, trafficability, orbital communications coverage, and sample collec-
tion masses into account. Also, the ability to address NRC (2007) is assessed.
In section 6 we present recommendations for future trade studies, and section
7 contains the study’s findings.

2. SPA Geology and Landing Sites

The South Pole-Aitken (SPA) basin is the largest (Smith et al., 2010) and
oldest recognized impact structure (Wilhelms, 1987; Hiesinger et al., 2012;
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Orgel et al., 2018) in the Solar System with a diameter of 2500 km and a depth
of approximately 13 km (Smith et al., 2010). Such a large basin-forming im-
pact may have had significant thermal and geophysical effects both locally
and globally. Based on Gravity Recovery and Interior Laboratory (GRAIL)
data SPA basin exhibits a crustal thickness of <20 km with local variations
less than 5 km at Apollo and Poincaré basins (Wieczorek et al., 2013). Be-
cause of the large extent of the SPA basin forming impact surface components
may represent some of the deepest lunar materials, such as lower crust and
upper mantle, which could be available to study (Cintala and Grieve, 1998;
Vaughan and Head, 2014). Significant olivine exposures have not yet been
detected within the SPA interior, only localized exposures of olivine in cen-
tral peak/peak ring structures have been observed in Schrödinger basin and
Zeeman crater (Kramer et al., 2013; Yamamoto et al., 2012).

Generally, SPA materials show enrichment in mafic minerals (pyroxenes)
relative to the feldspathic highlands (Lawrence et al., 2002; Pieters et al.,
2001; Moriarty and Pieters, 2018). There is a zoning in the distribution
of low-Ca pyroxenes (Mg-rich pyroxenes) across the basin (Pieters et al.,
2001; Nakamura et al., 2009) and high-Ca pyroxenes in a 700 km region in
the SPA basin interior, distinct from both mare basalts and Mg-pyroxenes
(Moriarty and Pieters, 2016; Ohtake et al., 2014). Additionally, the SPA
interior exhibits a distinctive high-FeO chemical signature (Lucey et al., 1998;
Jolliff et al., 2000; Gibson and Jolliff, 2011; Ivanov et al., In Press) called
the SPA Compositional Anomaly (SPACA). This compositional signature
extends across the SPA basin (including to Schrödinger basin) and is likely a
relict of impact melt produced by the SPA impact event (Hurwitz and Kring,
2013, 2014, 2015) or could reflect pre-impact stratification of the lunar crust
(Ivanov et al., In Press).

As a consequence of its advanced age, the SPA basin interior has under-
gone extensive modification via processes such as impact cratering, mare/cryptomare
and pyroclastic emplacement (Stuart-Alexander, 1978; Wilhelms et al., 1979;
Gibson and Jolliff, 2011; Hiesinger et al., 2012; Kramer et al., 2013; Pasckert
et al., 2018; Ivanov et al., In Press). Despite the thin crustal thickness across
the entire SPA, the basin shows only a minor extent of volcanic activity
(Wieczorek et al., 2013). A recent study from Pasckert et al. (2018) revealed
the absolute model ages (AMA) of volcanic patches within SPA and found
two peaks in volcanic activity. The first major peak occurred between 3.6 Ga
and 3.2 Ga, which is in agreement with the timing on the nearside (Hiesinger
et al., 2002, 2003) and the rest of the farside. However, the second volcanic
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peak (2.2-2.5 Ga) is not observed within SPA basin. Pyroclastic material
has been detected at several locations within the SPA (Wilhelms et al., 1979;
Gaddis et al., 2003). Schrödinger basin has a large volcanic vent, and a frac-
ture running north from the vent. The vent and the surrounding dark-albedo
region has a high-FeO abundance compared to the surrounding basin floor
material (Kramer et al., 2013). Additionally, pyroclastic materials within
Antoniadi crater (Sruthi and Kumar, 2014) and potentially in the SPA basin
center (Borst et al., 2012) could be found at or near the landing sites.

Additionally, an asymmetric distribution of KREEP (Potassium-Rare-
Earth-Elements-Phosphorous) material was detected by the Lunar Prospec-
tor mission (Lawrence et al., 1998, 2003, 2007). The Procellarum KREEP
Terrain on the nearside is enriched in heat producing elements (K, Th, U)
(Korotev, 2000) which could increase melt production for volcanic activity
(Wieczorek and Phillips, 2000). On the other hand, SPA has been defined by
Jolliff et al. (2000) as a distinct geochemical terrane due to its intermediate
Fe, and low Th signatures, which suggest the absence of a KREEP layer on
the farside. Thus, there is a fundamental asymmetry in the thermal evolution
of the Moon, including the distribution of heat sources in the lunar interior.

The first proposed landing site, Malapert massif, occurs along the edge of
the basin while the final landing site is located near the center of the basin.
As a whole, traverses planned at and around these proposed landing sites
cross geologic terrains of various ages, and possibly various natures, defined
by Wilhelms et al. (1979) and Spudis et al. (2008). We introduce each site
in this section and provide detailed geological content of individual sites in
section 5.2.

2.1. Malapert massif
Malapert massif is a mountainous surface feature located on the lunar

nearside at 85.99◦S, 2.93◦W (Fig. 1). The massif rises ∼5 km above the lunar
basal ellipsoid. Lunar massifs are postulated to form during large impact
events in which underlying material is thrust above the surface creating a
topographic high demarcated by faults or flexures (Harland, 2008). Thus,
massifs are of particular geologic interest as they expose cross sections of
the lunar crust. The ridge of Malapert massif contains two regions which
are illuminated for 74% of the lunar year (Bussey et al., 2010) which may
be used for solar energy collection if LER parameters allow. Additionally,
the near-side (north) face of the ridge and portions of its summit are the
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only regions along the 5-landing site traverse that are in constant line-of-
sight communication with Earth. The area surrounding Malapert massif
also contains various small-scale permanently shadowed regions (PSR) which
are accessible for exploration and will provide information about extreme
conditions in lunar polar environment and volatile composition.

2.2. Shackleton crater
Shackleton crater is at the South Pole (Fig. 1). It is a simple crater

with a diameter of approximately 21 km at the rim and walls with slopes
of ∼30◦ that descend to a depth of 4.2 km (Haruyama et al., 2008). The
crater floor is 6.6 km in diameter and is a PSR that may contain icy deposits
of volatiles suitable for in situ resource utilization (ISRU) (Mazarico et al.,
2011), as well as lunar volatile-bearing regolith gardening processes. The
crater walls are too steep, however, for the rovers (section 3.2) to traverse,
so crew will only be able to explore the crater rim and surrounding terrain
including small and large-scale PSRs. In addition to PSRs, ‘cold traps’ –
areas whose temperatures are cold enough to host H2O, CO2, and other
volatiles (Watson et al., 1961) – are widely distributed within the South Pole
region (see Appendices A4-B5 and A4-B6).

2.3. Schrödinger basin
The landing site within the Schrödinger basin is located at 75◦S, 133.5◦E

(Fig. 1). The Schrödinger basin is inside the SPA basin and formed at
the end of the basin-forming epoch on the Moon (Tera et al., 1974; Cohen
et al., 2000; Stöffler and Ryder, 2001; Head et al., 2010; Morbidelli et al.,
2012; Orgel et al., 2018). It is the best preserved basin of its size in the
Earth-Moon system. Schrödinger basin is ∼320 km in diameter, 4.5 km
deep, and has a well-preserved peak ring with a diameter of ∼150 km that
rises up to 2.5 km above the basin floor. The peak ring structure exposes
a variety of minerals such as olivine, low and high-Ca pyroxenes, as well
as anorthite (Kramer et al., 2013; Yamamoto et al., 2012). These minerals
could show sequences of differentiated rock types from the upper mantle to
the upper crust, respectively. Anorthosite (>97% anorthite) and pyroxene-
bearing anorthosite may represent material similar to the highlands – the
upper crystallization product of the magma ocean (Kramer et al., 2013).
Moreover, pyroclastic material within an area of approx. 1250 km2 with
a localized source vent makes the Schrödinger basin a high-priority ISRU
location (Wilhelms et al., 1979; Gaddis et al., 2003; Kramer et al., 2013).
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Because it was previously identified as a high-priority site for lunar surface
missions, it has received a lot of study (O’Sullivan et al., 2011; Bunte et al.,
2011; Burns et al., 2013; Kramer et al., 2013; Kring et al., 2013; Kring,
2014; Kring et al., 2016; Senthil Kumar et al., 2013, 2016; Potts et al., 2015;
Steenstra et al., 2016), see section 5.2.3. Samples collected from this basin
can be used to address most of the science goals of the NRC (2007) report.

2.4. Antoniadi crater
The landing site within Antoniadi crater is located at 69.5◦S, 170◦W (Fig.

1). Antoniadi crater is ∼143 km in diameter with a rim-to-floor depth of 4
km. The crater is noteworthy because it contains the lowest point on the
Moon. A small crater puncturing the floor of Antoniadi extends the depth
to 9.2 km below the lunar basal ellipsoid (Smith et al., 2010). Antoniadi
crater contains both a central peak, and a central peak ring structure and
is, thus, sometimes classified as a ‘proto-basin’ (Dominov and Mest, 2009).
This crater is an attractive site to address some of the NRC (2007) objectives
(Fagan et al., 2010) due to its relatively high thorium abundance – which may
be a tracer for KREEP material (Lawrence et al., 1998) – the presence of
some of the youngest mare on the far side of the Moon with an AMA range
from 2.2 Ga to 3.7 Ga (Wilhelms et al., 1979; Pasckert et al., 2018), and
pyroclastic materials (Sruthi and Kumar, 2014).

2.5. SPA basin center
The landing site within the SPA basin center on the lunar farside is

located at 55.4◦S, 163.3◦W just northeast of Bhabha crater (Fig. 1).
The proposed landing site is situated near the Mafic mound (60.0◦S,

159.9◦W) whose unusual composition has led to some controversy surround-
ing its origins – the mound may represent the remnants of SPA impact melt
(Hurwitz and Kring, 2013, 2015), be an impact-induced volcanic structure,
or be a hybrid of these possibilities (Moriarty and Pieters, 2015). Mafic
mound is approximately 75 km long and 1 km high and is also associated
with a Bouguer anomaly that implies it is associated with significant excess
mass relative to its surroundings (Zuber et al., 2013). The proposed landing
site is also located within the SPACA. This area has additionally been pro-
posed to be the landing site for the MoonRise sample return mission (Jolliff
et al., 2003, 2010, 2017). To the northwest of the landing site is Bose crater,
which is approximately 90 km in diameter and contains a central peak and
terraced crater wall. Its central peak exhibits low-Ca pyroxene that could
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underlie the high-Ca pyroxene layer and also could provide impact melt from
the SPA basin forming event. Additionally, pyroclastic materials from Bose
and Bhabha craters may be exposed in this region (Borst et al., 2012), but
unfortunately our planned traverses were not able to access these locations.

3. Concept of Operations

Here we introduce the mission architecture based on Hufenbach et al.
(2015), crew rover capabilities, geologic sample requirements, and communi-
cation requirements used to develop a concept of operations.

3.1. Mission Architecture
The design reference mission scenario (Hufenbach et al., 2015) utilizes

the Space Launch System (SLS), the Orion multi-purpose crew vehicle, an
evolvable Deep Space Habitat (eSDH), a human lander with a reusable as-
cent stage, and two small pressurized rovers for crew who will be delivered
to the surface for 28 days of exploration. Multiple SLS launches are needed
to deliver those assets to the Moon. For this study we assume five SLS
launches, one year apart, with each launch delivering a team of four crew to
eDSH for subsequent surface exploration. The eDSH is a prototype habitat
that builds on the expertise, capabilities, and lessons learned from the In-
ternational Space Station (ISS). The conceptual vehicle has, more recently,
been called the Deep Space Gateway (DSG), or the Lunar Orbital Platform-
Gateway (LOP-G). In order to adhere to current nomenclature, we hereby
refer to the eDSH as the LOP-G. In this DRM, the LOP-G is in a halo or-
bit around the second Earth-Moon LaGrange Point (EM-L2) where it will
also serve as a communication relay from the lunar farside to Earth. A dual
stage lander will perform descent/ascent, rendezvous, and docking maneu-
vres with the LOP-G. The DRM assumes the ascent vehicle can be reused
up to five times, provided it receives maintenance and refueling (Hufenbach
et al., 2015).

Hufenbach et al. (2015) notably uses architectural elements from NASAs
cancelled Constellation program of the new millennium. The SLS is a re-
developed version of the Ares V, however, the SLS will launch both crew
and cargo together rather than relying on the dual launch combination of
Ares I and Ares V which were to rendez-vous in Low Earth Orbit (LEO) be-
fore continuing toward the Moon (Connolly, 2006). The Orion crew vehicle
also has undergone redevelopment from the days of Constellation with the
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Crew Exploration Vehicle (CEV) being modified to the Multi-Purpose Crew
Vehicle (MPCV).

In terms of lunar surface scenarios, the DRM of Hufenbach et al. (2015)
(and thus, the ISECG) differs from that of Constellation in that it does
not establish a permanent polar outpost. The lunar habitats are instead
the rovers themselves (section 3.2). The goals of “pervasive mobility" – en-
abling the scientific exploration of large areas of the lunar surface, “global
connectivity" – enabling communication throughout exploration activities
between astronauts and ground staff on Earth, and “long duration missions"
– allowing comprehensive lunar exploration activities to be performed and
providing a proving ground for In-Situ Resource Utilization (ISRU) and other
technologies applicable for Mars exploration (Mazanek et al., 2009) – are still
maintained in the Hufenbach et al. (2015) DRM.

3.2. Small Pressurized Rovers (SPR)
Two Small Pressurized Rovers (SPR) will be used to explore the lunar

surface. Their design is assumed to be a flight-evolved version of the Lunar
Electric Rover (LER), which has been field tested in 3-day, 14-day, and 28-
day-long mission simulations (Kring, 2017; Kring et al., 2017; Eppler et al.,
2013). Because we utilize the capabilities of the LER in our analysis, we will
refer to the rovers as LERs rather than SPRs in the remainder of this report.

The LER utilizes the Chariot chassis of Harrison et al. (2008), which has
the ability to adhere to the surface better than the Apollo Lunar Roving
Vehicle (LRV). A post-Apollo analysis recommended future rovers have the
capacity of ascending and descending slopes of ∼25◦ (Lunar Exploration
Science Working Group, 1995). The Chariot chassis was designed to climb
up 15◦ slope in terrestrial 1 g test conditions. When outfitted with a cabin
to simulate an SPR, the LER climbed 18◦-20◦ slopes on the flank of a cinder
cone (Öhman and Kring, 2012), suggesting 25◦ is a reasonable limit for lunar
conditions. For the present study, we adopt a maximum slope limit of 25◦ as
a ‘no-go’ value, but generally plan traverses on much shallower <15◦ slopes.
The average slope of our traverses is ∼4.3◦. A summary of LER capabilities
used in the study is given in Table 1. We also note that the slope is generally
downhill from the first landing site at Malapert massif to the SPA basin
center (Fig. 4).

LERs may be operated by crew around landing sites and tele-robotically
from the LOP-G or Earth(via the LOP-G or satellite relay) between landing
sites. When crewed, the LERs typically accommodate two crew members,
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Table 1: Summary table of concept of operations

Characteristics Tele-robotic operation Crew operation
Average speed 0.36 km/hr (0.1 m/s) 5 km/hr (1.38 m/s)
Maximum slope 25◦ 25◦
Preferred slope under 15◦ under 15◦
Driving capability only sunlit periods sunlit periods and lunar darkness
Driving limitation only during direct communication with Earth max. 14-days

however, in the event of an emergency a single LER is capable of supporting
all four crew members for a limited time. As per simulations carried out dur-
ing NASAs Desert Research and Technology Studies (DRATS) simulations
in Northern Arizona (Eppler et al., 2013), crew may conduct LER-enabled
traverses away from the landing site for a maximum of 14 days – this num-
ber reflects the total volume of consumables that can be carried by the rover.
Each LER is equipped with a Portable Utility Pallet (PUP) – a portable
charging station that also provides exterior storage for consumables, and a
Portable Communications Terminal (PCT) to provide additional communica-
tions flexibility when crew are performing Extra-Vehicular Activities (EVA).

The LER is also a geological tool that accommodates Intra-Vehicular
Activity (IVA) (Kring, 2017; Kring et al., 2017). It includes high-visibility
windows that provide a 180◦ field-of-view and incorporates a minimum of six
cameras – ForeCam, AftCam, port and starboard cameras, and docking cam-
eras – which are utilized for safety, traversing and scientific purposes. These
features facilitate observations and imagery of both local and distant geologi-
cal features. The DRATS simulation illustrated that IVA could provide high
quality scientific characterization, similar to those enabled by EVA. EVA ca-
pability incorporates a SuitCam, enables mobile observations, and allows for
in-situ sampling which is assisted using the onboard geologic tool rack which
contains rock hammers, tongs, a scoop, sample bags, and a sample storage
compartment. Without accurate estimations of the reduced productivity of
the LERs during lunar darkness, this study assumes the same rate of both
IVA and EVA ability for daytime and night-time operations. There is a need
for a trade study which investigates both driving and sampling (section 3.3)
in limited illumination conditions (section 6).

At the time of this study, several uncertainties remain regarding the in-
strumentation payload that will be employed on the LER. Table 2 provides
an overview of NRC (2007) goals that could be addressed along each ‘be-
tween landing site traverse’ if each of the additional notional instruments
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were included. The instruments considered for this study are adapted from
Steenstra et al. (2016) who utilzed the HERACLES mission concept, they
are: Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) – for lateral and vertical subsurface
structure observations (we assume this is deployed at every landing site), a
GigaPan camera – which provides oblique, color images at gigapixel resolu-
tion for panoramic and detailed visualization of geologic features of interest,
an Alpha Particle X-Ray Spectrometer (APXS) and a Laser Induced Break-
down Spectrometer (LIBS) – for in-situ chemical analyzes, and a neutron
spectrometer to detect H-bearing volatiles. Although we did not assume the
LER would have a robotic arm for sample collecting, it became clear during
the course of our study that an arm and ability to collect samples would
greatly enhance our ability to address NRC (2007) science objectives and
ISRU objectives.

A notable advantage of conducting either tele-robotic or crewed tra-
verses with the LERs is that close-up imagery of exposed stratigraphy can
be captured with the range of cameras onboard – particularly the Gigapan
– which can provide high-resolution detail about exposures on side-facing
slopes which are not visible in orbital imagery.

Table 2: NRC(2007) goals addressed with the addition of notional instrumentation to the
LER. See Appendix A5 for a breakdown of all NRC goals.

Unit Type NRC Goals (GPR) NRC Goals (Chem. Analysis/APSX) NRC Goals (Gigapan) Neutron Detector
Simple crater 3d, 6a, 6c, 6d 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d, 6a, 6c, 6d, 7a 2a, 3d, 3e, 6a, 6b, 6c
Complex crater 3d, 6a, 6b, 6c, 6d 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d, 6a, 6b, 6c, 6d, 7a 2a, 3d, 3e, 6a, 6b, 6c
Ejecta blanket 3d, 6b, 6d 3d, 6d 3d, 6b
Impact melt sheet 3d, 6a 3d, 6a 2a, 3d, 6a
Megaregolith 3d, 3e 3d, 3e 3d, 3e
Regolith 3d, 4e, 7a, 7b, 7c 3d, 7a, 7b, 7c, 7d 2a, 3d
Volatiles 3d, 4a, 4c, 4d 3d, 3d 4a, 4b, 4c
Pyroclastic material 3d, 5c 3d, 5c 2a, 3d
Mare deposit 3d, 5a 2d, 3a, 3d, 5a, 5d, 6c 2a, 3d

The LER is designed to travel at speeds up to 5.56 m/s (20 km/hr)
(Harrison et al., 2008), approximately twice the maximum designed speed of
an Apollo-era LRV (Costes et al., 1972). Speeds adopted for use in this study
are 1.39 m/s (5 km/hr) for crewed traverses, and 0.1 m/s (0.36 km/hr) for
tele-operated traverses. The reduced speed for tele-operations will make it
easier to avoid hazards and, importantly, will allow for continuous subsurface
surveys with a GPR and volatile detection with a neutron spectrometer.
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3.3. Sampling Requirements
When tele-robotically operated between human landing sites, the LER –

at its current stage of development – has no sample collection ability. We
show in Table 2 and in Section 5.1 that such an ability may be warranted
given the terrain traversed and the number of NRC (2007) objectives these
samples may address. This information is also presented in detailed tabular
form in Appendix A1. When LERs are crewed at landing sites, sample col-
lection is possible via EVA – the NRC (2007) objectives able to be addressed
at each site are discussed in detail in section 5.2 and a detailed summary of
all planned EVAs (location, addressed NRC (2007) objectives, sample types,
sample masses) is presented in Appendices A2-A to A2-E.

A key constraint when estimating total sample mass requirements for the
EVAs mentioned above concerns the complexity of lunar geology. The rock
type and analytical methods suitable for that rock type dictate the sample
size required to address any given science goal. Here we estimate minimum
samples masses using parameters recommended by the Curation and Analy-
sis Planning Team for Extraterrestrial Materials (CAPTEM) (Shearer et al.,
2007). For example, CAPTEM (their Table 5) recommends 500 g for a mare
basalt sample, 5000 g for a complex impact breccia, 0.5 g/clast for a rake
sample, and 2000 g for an unsieved regolith sample. As each lithology is en-
countered in our traverses, sample masses are collected using those guidelines
(Table 3).

An alternative way to estimate sample mass is by using a sampling rate
per EVA hour. An analysis of Apollo missions determined that the astronauts
collected 2.3 kg per crew member per EVA hour (Kring, 2007). Applying
that metric, our traverses would produce larger masses than those estimated
using minimum CAPTEM recommendations (Table 4). In this table, sample
masses are also given in the case that only a single LER crew goes EVA each
day.

3.4. Communications
When assessing the feasibility of communications coverage for this study

we considered several options: direct Earth-Moon-Earth communications
achieved via radio communications, based on calculations performed by Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology (2016), Earth-Moon-Earth communica-
tions using a relay tower on Malapert massif, and Earth-Moon-Earth com-
munications using the LOP-G at EM-L2.
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Table 3: Summary of minimum sample masses collected for traverses at each site in this
study. These are minimum sample masses because they assume only a single sample of
each type is collected per station using CAPTEM recommendations (Shearer et al., 2007).
In reality, multiple samples are likely.

Sample Type (collection method) Malapert massif South Pole (Shackleton crater) Schrödinger basin Antoniadi crater SPA basin center
Pyroclastic material (scoop) - - 10 14 -
Pyroclastic material (hand specimen) - - - 3.5 -
Peak ring/central peak material (hand specimen) - 4 2.5 1.5 1
Mafic mound (hand specimen, breccia) - - - - 15
Mare/cryptomare basalt (hand specimen) - - 1.5 4 2
Impact melt (breccia, hand specimen) 55 1.5 35 45 25
Wall material (breccia, rake) - - 23 1.5 20
Ejecta (rake, scoop, breccia) 26 - 4 5 11
Volatile-rich regolith (scoop) 16 36 2 - -
Regolith (scoop) 34 5 10 8 16
Total (kg) 126 46.5 88 82.5 90

Table 4: Sample masses per landing site calculated using a sampling rate of 2.3 kg per
crew member per EVA hour (Kring, 2007). The number of EVA at each landing site are
24, 18, 34, 23, and 18 respectively.

Sample Mass (kg) at each landing site
Collection rates Malapert massif South Pole (Shackleton crater) Schrödinger basin Antoniadi crater SPA basin center
Four crew members (9.936 kg/hr) 238.5 178.8 337.8 228.5 178.8
Two crew members (4.968 kg/hr) 119.2 89.4 168.9 114.3 89.4

The north-facing ridge of Malapert massif and portions of its summit are
the only regions along the 5-landing-site traverse that are in direct line-of-
sight communication with Earth. The south-facing side of the massif, as
well as much of the region south of the massif (traversing toward the lunar
farside) cannot be in direct contact with Earth as they are shielded by the
topography of the massif. See Appendix A3 for details of communications
scenarios using the direct-to-Earth methods tested in this study.

For a humans-to-surface mission, continuous contact with Earth is desired
and, thus, we select a halo orbit around EM-L2 (Hopkins et al., 2013). Hop-
kins et al. (2013) states that there are two broad classes of halo orbit available,
a northern-class halo, which spends more time over the northern hemisphere
of the Moon, and a southern-class halo, which spends more time over the
southern hemisphere of the Moon. Of these two classes, the southern-class
is the most suitable for observation of all of the proposed landing sites in
the south polar region. Another important consideration in selecting an or-
bital configuration for all proposed landing sites is the amount of coverage
at each site. Thus, there are two additional orbital sub-configurations to
be considered – small and large halos. Large halos are positioned further
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Table 5: Communication coverage at landing sites utilizing a relay in a halo EM-L2 con-
figuration. The calculated values are provided by Lockheed Martin (2016), based on a
previously published analysis for a small halo orbital period of 14.8 days and a large halo
orbital period of 10.6 days (Hopkins et al., 2013).

Proposed Landing Site Small Halo Large Halo
(days / % coverage) (days / % coverage)

Malapert massif 2.96 / 20-30 8.90 / 84
Shackleton crater 4.44 / 30-40 8.90 / 84
Schrödinger basin 11.84 / 60-90 9.01 / 84-85
Antoniadi crater 14.80 / 100 9.01 / 85
South Pole-Aitken basin center 14.80 / 100 9.12 / 85-86

from EM-L2 and closer to the Moon, giving them an orbital period of ap-
proximately 9 days, while small halos are positioned closer to the EM-L2
point, which increases the length of their orbital period to approximately
14.8 days (Hopkins et al., 2013). As seen in Figure 2 the large southern-class
halo provides consistent coverage of the majority of our proposed landing
sites Lockheed Martin (2016). The small southern-class halo provides supe-
rior coverage for three of out five sites, however, Malapert massif and the
Shackleton crater experience severely reduced coverage, with only 2.96 and
4.44 days of communication respectively, see Table 5. Therefore, using the
Hufenbach et al. (2015) architecture, the LOP-G would be placed into the
large southern-class configuration.

Though not pursued in this study, another feasible option is to place the
LOP-G into a Near Rectilinear Halo Orbit (NRHO) using DRM architecture
from Whitley et al. (2017). If the NRHO were selected as the orbital config-
uration for the LOP-G in this study up to 86% coverage for all landing sites
would be possible (Whitley and Martinez, 2016), an improvement of up to
2% coverage at four of the five proposed landing sites. While the NRHO is
comparable to the large and small halo configurations in terms of propellant
cost, this configuration offers additional advantages in that it has very short
transfer times (0.5 day vs 3 days for an EM-L2 halo), reducing crew time
on the landing vehicle, decreasing the mass required for air, supplies and
related systems, and allowing for an increase in propellant mass (Whitley
et al., 2017).
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4. Methodology

We design telerobotic traverses between landing sites and crew traverses
at landing sites in ESRI ArcGIS© 10.1. Trafficability information is obtained
by deriving slope maps and hillshaded Digital Elevation Models (DEM) from
Lunar Orbiter Laser Altimeter (LOLA) (Smith et al., 2010) data available
at resolutions from 10 to 100 m depending on latitude latitude (Malapert
massif: 20 m/pix, South Pole/Shackleton 10 m/pix, Schrödinger basin and
Antoniadi crater: 60 m/pix and SPA basin center: 100 m/pix). Slope pro-
files were derived using LOLA DEM at resolutions from 10 to 100 m/pix
(Appendix A4-A1, A4-B2, A4-B3, A4-C4, A4-C5, A4-C6, A4-D2, A4-D3).
3-D visualizations of landing site accessibility are created in ArcScene© by
combining Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LROC) (Chin et al., 2007) Nar-
row Angle Camera (NAC) (1m/pix) imagery with LOLA DEMs at 60m/pix
resolution for Schrödinger basin and Antoniadi crater. We processed these
raw NAC images using the Ames Stereo Pipeline (Moratto et al., 2010).

To assess notional traverses, LROC Wide Angle Camera (WAC) (100
m/pix) images are overlaid with a selection of geologic maps (Wilhelms et al.,
1979; Spudis et al., 2008; Gibson and Jolliff, 2011; Borst et al., 2012; Kramer
et al., 2013; Sruthi and Kumar, 2014) in order to optimally locate sam-
pling stations. Furthermore, we use these maps and their associated liter-
ature to identify scientifically interesting geologic features to visit en route.
Additional data are extracted from Sruthi and Kumar (2014) and Kramer
et al. (2013) concerning boulder availability and volcanic cones for Anto-
niadi crater, and M3 (Green et al., 2011) spectral data for Schrödinger basin.
LROC NAC images are used to refine station locations to specific deposits,
outcrops, contacts, or boulders, as well as avoid hazards such as small craters
below the detectable resolution of existing regional DEMs. Sample collection
is designed in order to maximize the number of NRC (2007) concepts and
goals that can be addressed at each site and across the study as a whole.

To obtain information about lunar volatile and cold-trap locations we
use various datasets (Paige et al., 2010; Mazarico et al., 2011; Mandt et al.,
2016). In order to identify regions where H2O and CO2 ice are present,
temperature data from LROs Diviner Lunar Radiometer Experiment is used
(Paige et al., 2010). This data includes maximum, average, and minimum
annual surface temperatures at 240 m/pix resolution. ArcGIS© was used
to create binary raster data indicating areas where H2O and CO2 ice can
be stable. The H2O ice stability map (Appendix A4-B5) is created based on
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regions where temperatures are lower than the H2O sublimation temperature
of 106◦ K, and CO2 ice stability map (Appendix A4-B6) is based on areas
where temperatures are lower than the CO2 sublimation point of 54◦K (Zhang
and Paige, 2009, 2010). We use a map of permanently shadowed regions from
Mazarico et al. (2011) at a resolution of 240 m/pix (Appendix A4-B4). We
also derive hydrogen concentration maps in 100 ppm, 125 ppm, and 150 ppm
from Lunar Prospector Neutron Spectrometer (NS) data (Appendix A4-B5)
Elphic et al. (2007).

Traverse routes were located between the refined sampling stations using
a least cost approach with a high weight given to the slope dataset in order
to adhere to the slope capabilities of the LERs.

5. Results

5.1. Tele-Robotic Traverses Between Landing Sites
This section considers the feasibility of traversing between human land-

ing sites in the allotted traverse period of one year between crew landings
(Hufenbach et al., 2015). As illustrated below, we found that it is possible for
LER to navigate from the first landing site to the fifth landing site, although
access to the floor of Antoniadi crater and one of two potential access routes
to the floor of the Schrödinger basin need to be confirmed.

For between site traverses, we design two types of traverse to fully inves-
tigate potential options; a ‘direct’ traverse, and a ‘science’ traverse (Fig. 3).
The first utilizes the most direct route between human landing sites (given
the slope capabilities of the LERs) and, thus, takes much less time to com-
plete. Through examination of multiple datasets along these direct routes
we determine that no additional observational/sampling opportunities exist
that provide information (with respect to the NRC (2007) concepts) that we
do not already address with the at-landing site traverses. Thus, no time is
allocated for observation along these routes and the LERs arrive at the next
landing site early and sit waiting for the arrival of the next crew for up to
several months.

The second type of traverse, the ‘science’ traverse, takes into account ad-
ditional scientific gains that could be made if the entire year were utilized
for observation and potential sampling (depending on notional LER instru-
mentation). Thus, science traverses deviate from the direct traverse routes
in order to travel longer distances to sites of interest that may offer addi-
tional scientific merit with respect to the NRC (2007) concepts. For these
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traverses, we also consider deployment of notional instrumentation that may
offer scientific gain if included on the LER; see section 3.

With respect to risk, these science traverses are designed with slope and
terrain factors in mind, as well as the 365-day travel time constraint; see
Figure 4 for an overview of the route, in which it can be seen that the entire
travel route progresses downhill into the basin center. With respect to the
travel time constraint, the total driving time for the LERs is further limited
by communications coverage (see section 3.4), which may not be continuous,
as they are to be tele-operated between human landing sites.

We assume that the surface is illuminated for 50% of the year (simply due
to the day/night transition), and that the LERs will only be tele-operated
in the daytime to maximize hazard avoidance. We then use communication
data from Lockheed Martin (2016) to calculate maximum driving times for
each traverse given orbital coverage for each landing site (Table 6 and Fig.
2). The maximum driving distance is then calculated by multiplying this
number with the allowable speed of the LERs while tele-operated (0.1 m/s
or 0.36 km/hr). An assumed contingency margin of 30% is taken into account
along all traverses, which is also subtracted from the maximum number of
possible driving days. As a result, this provides the ‘safe’ driving distance
(due to full communications and hazard avoidance) for the traverses between
human landing sites in one year (see Table 6).

Table 6: Direct and science traverse lengths with respect to ‘safe’ driving distance with
the LER tele-operated from EM-L2.
From To ‘Safe’ Distance (km) Direct Traverse (km) Direct Traverse Time (days) Science Traverse (km) Science Traverse Time (days)
Malapert massif South Pole/Shackleton crater 932.7 208.4 24 911.4 105
South Pole/Shackleton crater Schrödinger basin 938.2 739.7 86 923.5 106.8
Schrödinger basin Antoniadi crater 943.7 681.9 79 935.9 108
Antoniadi crater South Pole-Aitken basin Interior 949.2 939.5 108 946.9 109

Detailed tables for each ‘science’ traverse are available in Appendix A1,
documenting potential sampling stations, geologic units, and NRC (2007)
goals able to be addressed with cameras, with sample return and with addi-
tional instruments. Note that in this study we find no opportunity to explore
lava tubes during tele-robotic traverses between landing sites, or crewed tra-
verses at and around landing sites.

Slope profiles for each of the direct and science traverses are given in
Appendix A6.
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5.1.1. Malapert Massif to Shackleton Crater
The direct and science traverses from Malapert massif to Shackleton

crater are presented in Figure 5.
The direct traverse lies south of the Malapert massif, circumnavigates

Haworth crater in a clock-wise direction, and passes the western rim of Shoe-
maker crater before approaching the South Pole/Shackleton crater landing
site. It is 208.4 km in length and takes ∼24 days (579 hrs) to complete. This
leaves a 93% (331 day) contingency margin for the first long-distance, tele-
operated LER direct traverse. The average slope across the entire traverse is
5.2◦ (Appendix A6).

The science traverse passes through Cabeus crater, which is one of the
most critical sites for studying the distribution and composition of volatiles
and the Moon. Cabeus crater contains one of only three large PSRs in the
southern region which exhibit epithermal neutron suppression – suggestive
of high hydrogen abundance and water ice deposits (Sanin et al., 2012).
The Lunar Prospector Neutron Detector measured a high concentration of
hydrogen in Cabeus crater (Elphic et al., 2007), while the impact of the
Lunar Crater Observation and Sensing Satellite (LCROSS) at this location
caused an impact generated plume where the total water, ice and vapor was
estimated to be 3-4% (Colaprete et al., 2010). Additionally, LROs Diviner
Lunar Radiometer Experiment recorded temperatures that suggest the PSRs
within Cabeus could host CO2 ice (Paige et al., 2010). During the traverse,
multiple GPR and neutron detector measurements across Cabeus crater’s
floor can help provide an understanding of the lateral and vertical distribution
of lunar volatiles at this much studied location and broadly address NRC
(2007) Concepts 4 and 7.

Using imagery from the LERs onboard optical cameras, or a Gigapan,
stratified outcrops can also be studied in detail. As the traverse progresses
through Cabeus, Drygleski and Ashbrook craters, images can help obtain
a better understanding of the complexity of the current lunar crust, and
determine the structure of multi-ring impact basins (NRC (2007) Concepts
3, and 6). Due to time constraints previously discussed, the LERs will only
traverse along the rim of Drygleski crater rather than visit its central peak
to remain within ‘safe’ driving distance.

The science traverse is 911.4 km in length, and takes ∼105 days (2532
hrs) to complete. This leaves a ∼70% (250 day) contingency margin for the
first long-distance, tele-operated LER science traverse. The average slope
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across the entire traverse is 5.4◦ (Appendix A6).

5.1.2. Shackleton Crater to Schrödinger basin
The direct and science traverses from Shackleton crater to Schrödinger

basin are presented in Figure 6.
The direct traverse travels south in an anti-clockwise direction from the

landing site nearby Shackleton crater before progressing north (once the limb
and pole is crossed) to an access point in the southern rim of Schrödinger
basin and terminates at the landing site beside a pyroclastic vent. The direct
traverse is 739.7 km long and takes ∼86 days (1894 hrs) to complete. The
average slope across the entire traverse is 3.6◦ (Appendix A6).

The science traverse departs the landing site near Shackleton crater and
travels south in a clockwise direction before crossing the nearside/farside
boundary. The traverse then moves west toward Amundsen crater which has
been proposed as an interesting site for the study of lunar volatiles (Lemelin
et al., 2014; Runyon et al., 2012) as the relatively low slope of the crater facil-
itates LER access. Temperatures within PSRs in this region were measured
with LROs Diviner instrument and it was observed that specific sites within
these PSRs contain maximum temperatures that do not exceed 54◦K (see
Appendices A4-B5 and A4-B6). This implies that Amundsen crater is one
of the few areas in the south polar region where CO2 ice may be found (Fig.
7); thus it provides an opportunity to examine the lateral composition and
distribution of lunar volatiles and provide additional valuable information to
address NRC (2007) Concept 4.

With respect to geology, as Amundsen crater is classified as a complex
crater its central peak is of particular interest, because it may contain uplifted
basement material (Runyon et al., 2012) (NRC (2007) Concept 3). Estimates
of the original depth of this excavated material are currently dependent on the
equation used to summarize uplift. For example, using the depth of melting
of Cintala and Grieve (1998) material may have been excavated from approx.
16 kms. Using a stratigraphic uplift equation from Kring and Durda (2012)
may return values of approx. 18 km. Thus, it is sensible to estimate that
material exposed in central peaks could originate from depths greater than
15 km. Sampling of this material will help to refine its age. Impact melt
from Amundsen will also be sampled so age determination can be performed
in order to calibrate the impact flux rate (Kring, 2014) (NRC (2007) Concept
1).

Additionally, this traverse visits some geological contacts from different
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epochs around Shackleton, such as Imbrian plains, and pre-Nectarian crater
material (Spudis et al., 2008). These may be studied by direct sampling or
through chemical measurements and analysis.

Trafficability measurements from NAC images, in combination with a 60
m LOLA DEM (Fig. 8) and the slope map in Appendix A4-C3, are used
to identify two ingress/egress points on the southern and eastern rim. To
minimize driving distances, the southern access point is used to access the
basin floor en route from the South Pole and the other is used to depart
en route to Antoniadi crater. The southern ingress point is particularly
challenging (Fig. 6), but seems feasible based on slope limits. Nonetheless,
this ingress point will need to be verified with additional study (section 6).
If this ingress point becomes suspect, then the LERs can access the basin
floor from the east. That will, however, reduce the time available for the
LERs to survey the floor of Amundsen crater between the South Pole and
the Schrödinger basin.

The science traverse is 923.5 km in length and takes ∼106.8 days (2563.2
hrs) to complete. The average slope across the entire traverse is 4.3◦ (Ap-
pendix A6).

5.1.3. Schrödinger Basin to Antoniadi Crater
The direct and science traverses from Schrödinger basin to Antoniadi

crater are presented in Figure 9.
The direct traverse exits Schrödinger basin through the eastern rim and

travels in a northeastern direction to Antoniadi crater following the most
direct path of lowest slope. The direct traverse is 681.9 km in length and
takes ∼79 days (1894 hrs) to complete. The average slope across the entire
traverse is 3.7◦ (Appendix A6).

The scientific traverse from Schrödinger basin to Antoniadi crater follows
the path of the direct traverse exiting Schrödinger. It then diverges in a
northerly direction to study excavated material in the vicinity of the basin.
In particular, this traverse targets the secondary crater field from Antoniadi
crater and impact melt ponds of Schrödinger basin as described by Kramer
et al. (2013) (NRC (2007) Concept 1). The traverse then travels east, re-
joining the direct traverse to enter Antoniadi crater from the south. Along
this traverse the walls of both Schrödinger basin and Antoniadi crater will
also be studied because they have the potential to contain stratification of
the SPA melt sheet (NRC (2007) Concept 6).

As in section 5.1.2, we use trafficability measurements from NAC images,
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in combination with a 60 m LOLA DEM and the slope map in Appendix A4-
D1B to identify an ingress point into Antoniadi crater through its southern
rim (Fig. 10).

The science traverse is 935.9 km in length and takes ∼108 days (2599 hrs)
to complete. The average slope across the entire traverse is 4.2◦ (Appendix
A6).

5.1.4. Antoniadi Crater to South Pole–Aitken Basin Center
The direct and science traverses from Antoniadi crater to the South Pole-

Aitken basin center are presented in Figure 11.
The direct traverse from Antoniadi crater to the South Pole-Aitken basin

center leaves Antoniadi from the access point on its southern rim and pro-
gresses north through the interior of Berlage crater before continuing toward
the fifth human landing site. The total length of the traverse is 939.5 km, it
takes ∼108 days (2609 hrs) to complete. The average slope across the entire
traverse is 4.4◦ (Appendix A6).

The science traverse from Antoniadi crater to SPA basin center does not
allow for much extra science exploration due to the driving time constraints
mentioned in the introduction to this section. The only divergence from
the direct traverse occurs while approaching Mafic mound, as the science
traverse approaches from a different direction. This allows for further science
observations to be made that can provide additional information to constrain
the origins of Mafic mound. If it consists of melt sheet from SPA, it can be
used to determine the age of this basin (NRC (2007) Concepts 1 and 3).
Mare basalts and cryptomare can be studied closer to the SPA basin center
landing site and will therefore provide a better understanding of the age of
volcanic events on the lunar farside (NRC (2007) Concepts 3 and 5). The
science traverse is the longest of all between site traverses, with a length of
946.9 km which takes ∼109 days (2630 hrs) to complete. The average slope
across the entire traverse is 4.5◦ (Appendix A6).

5.2. Crew Traverses At and Around Landing Sites
For four of the five landing sites, we designed two traverses to address

National Research Council (2007) and to illuminate issues that need to be
addressed by additional studies. Each traverse is <14 days long and is a loop
that brings the crew back to the landing site either to restock consumables for
subsequent traverse loops, or to return to the LOP-G. Potentially, one loop
could be done in a 14-day-long sunlit period and the other in darkness, during
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a 28-day-long mission. If it is determined that crew cannot operate the LER
during darkness, then either one of the loops could be chosen for daytime
operations. For extended 42-day missions, e.g., as identified in the current
edition of the Global Exploration Roadmap (International Space Exploration
Coordination Group, 2018), both traverse loops can be conducted in sunlight
within an intervening night-time stay at the landing site. We designed a 40-
day, three loop traverse for Schrödinger basin to explore this option, leaving
2-days of contingency margin.

The rest of this section is structured as follows: for the first human landing
site at Malapert massif, we fully describe its scientific potential, constituent
traverse loops, slope profiles, individual sampling stations, and sample col-
lection information in the main text, and refer readers to the corresponding
attribute table for this landing site in Appendix A2-A. For subsequent hu-
man landing sites all detailed traverse information such as traverse loops,
sampling stations, recommended samples, collection methods and masses,
as well as the NRC (2007) concepts and the individual goals these samples
address are given in their respective attribute tables available as individual
appendices, see Appendices A2-B, A2-C, A2-D, and A2-E. Those traverses
will only be broadly described in the main text. Note that in figures where
the field-of-view allows, an exploration zone with a Mars-forward radius of
100 km from the landing site is outlined in white. We also calculate approxi-
mate times needed for each traverse given landing site setup and breakdown
operations, LER driving speeds, communication coverage requirements, and
an EVA time allowance of approximately 1 hour for each sampling station. A
tabular visualization of all NRC concepts and goals addressed at each landing
site is provided in Appendix A5.

We assume that after initial descent onto the lunar surface (at the first
human landing site) LERs need to be deployed from their stowed position on
the lander, have their systems activated and checked, and be stocked with
consumables. In addition, the lander may be prepared for hibernation while
crew are completing traverses. Notional time allocations for these logistics
are presented for the Schrödinger basin site in Appendix A4-C2.

5.2.1. Malapert Massif Traverse
As discussed in section 2, Malapert massif is a mountainous surface fea-

ture located on the lunar nearside at 85.99◦S, 2.93◦W (Fig. 1). The landing
site for Malapert massif is situated on a flat area of high albedo on its west-
ern flank. Figure 12 shows the proposed dual loop Malapert massif traverse
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overlain on a 20 m/pix LOLA DEM.
In terms of geology, Figure 13A contains the Spudis et al. (2008) geo-

logic map overlain over a 20 m/pix hillshaded elevation model. From this
Figure, it can be seen that Traverse 1 (Stations 1-12) crosses four distinct
terrains, including pre-Nectarian terra material, pre-Nectarian massif mate-
rial, pre-Nectarian platform massif material, and Orientale basin secondary
crater material. Traverse 2 (Stations 13-24) additionally crosses 7 distinct
geological terrains: pre-Nectarian terra material, pre-Nectarian massif mate-
rial, pre-Nectarian crater materials, Imbrian crater materials, Imbrium basin
secondary crater material, pre-Nectarian platform massif material, and Ori-
entale basin secondary crater material (Spudis et al., 2008). Samples are col-
lected from each of these terrains in order to better constrain lunar chronol-
ogy.

Figure 13B shows the proposed Malapert massif traverse overlain on a
20 m/pixel slope map to illustrate the LER access between stations. These
average values are under the preferred slope of 15◦, and the maximums are
below the LER slope constraint of 25◦. If adherence to smaller slope values
becomes necessary, future study is required to pinpoint the locations of ‘choke
points’ along the traverses planned in this study.

These ‘choke points’ are regions along the traverse in which slopes are
highest (according to the 20 m/pixel slope maps) and care must be taken to
traverse these points in the LER. However, none of these regions are above
the LER slope constraint value of 25◦. A slope profile for the first loop of
the Malapert traverse is presented in Fig. 14, which shows that regions of
high slope (>15◦) are concentrated approaching Malapert ridge (Stations 1,
2, 3, and 4) – if these regions were unable to be traversed access to the
ridge would not be possible and observation of massif structure, as well as
highly illuminated regions, would be lost (see Traverse Loop 1 section below).
To address this issue, in future studies higher resolution DEMs need to be
constructed from LROC NAC images (1 m/pixel) in order to calculate slopes
more accurately and pinpoint the locations of ‘choke points’ at the scale of
the LER, as it is possible there may be room to maneuver around them given
finer scale information.

Figure 13C shows the locations of PSRs in and around the proposed
Malapert massif traverse. Sampling stations have been positioned to collect
volatile-rich regolith within several of these regions to address NRC (2007)
Concept 4. Additionally, along the ridge of the massif are two regions which
experience constant illumination for 74% of the lunar year, these are referred
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to in Bussey et al. (2010) and De Rosa et al. (2012) as points M1 (86.04◦S,
2.7◦E) and M2 (86.00◦S, 2.9◦W). These sites may be utilized for solar energy
collection if LER parameters allow, as they are located on slopes of 20-25◦
(M1) and 15-20◦ (M2) respectively, midway between Stations 1 and 2. These
highly illuminated regions provide excellent locations for the collection of
solar energy, as solar arrays placed in these regions have the potential to
support the power requirements of short-term missions. For longer-term
exploration, permanent infrastructure could be established in these locations
to provide long-term support. For this study, flexible exploration time has
been allocated to deploy the Portable Utility Pallet (PUP) onboard the LERs
for solar energy collection at these sites if required.

Based on communication calculations provided by Lockheed Martin (2016)
the Malapert region receives coverage for only 84% (8.9 days) of a single 10.6
day orbital period; see Table 5 and Figure 2A. During the 1.7 day commu-
nication dropout, crewed LERs cease all exploration activities and remain
at their current station until the next orbital period begins and coverage is
regained. These communication pauses have been integrated into the total
times calculated for Traverses 1 and 2.

Broadly speaking, traversing the Malapert massif region allows the NRC
(2007) Concepts 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 7 to be addressed (Appendix A5-A).

Traverse Loop 1. Figure 12 illustrates a traverse loop that extends broadly
east from the landing site up over the ridge onto the peak of Malapert massif
where four EVA stations are to be located (Stations 1, 2, 3, 4). EVAs at these
stations will involve the sample collection of massif material and observations
of massif structure. The two regions of 74% illumination between Stations 1
and 2 can also be investigated with allocated flexible exploration time, and
the PUP deployed for collection of solar energy. If Ground Penetrating Radar
(GPR) is included on board the LER it will be used at Station 3, located
on the peak of the massif. GPR can gather structural information about the
subsurface to varying depths depending on its frequency (Xiao et al., 2015)
and can address goals within NRC (2007) Concepts 2 and 3. Due to the
topography of the massif and slopes along the ridge the only path off the
massif retraces the ascent path taken by the LERs. Once the LERs have
returned to the vicinity of the landing site the traverse continues westward,
traveling to the twin craters located on the massif adjacent to Cabeus crater.
Sample collection of regolith and impact ejecta will be performed at Stations
5 and 6 on this traverse path before the twin craters are reached, and the
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structure of this secondary massif will be observed and documented using
GigaPan imagery addressing NRC (2007) Concepts 3, 6, and 7.

The twin craters, mapped as secondaries from Orientale basin event
(Spudis et al., 2008), will have samples collected from their rims at Sta-
tions 7 and 8. Collection of impact-reset lithologies associated with these
craters may help provide an age for the Orientale impact addressing goals
within NRC (2007) Concept 1.

The traverse continues south before making its way back to the landing
site, traversing across the secondary massif by Cabeus crater and sampling
volatile-rich regolith from a PSR location (Station 9, Station 11, Station 12),
as well as crater ejecta and regolith samples (Station 10). Sampling of PSRs
and regolith can broadly address NRC (2007) Concepts 4 and 7. Observations
of massif structure will be taken at these stations, broadly addressing NRC
(2007) Concept 6.

Traverse 1 is approximately 206.8 km long, taking a total of 10 days
(64.0 hours) to complete with the inclusion of 12 EVA stations. It has an
average slope of 6.8◦, and a maximum slope of 19.2◦. Making additional
time allowances for communication dropout during each orbital pass, the
total traverse time is approximately 12 days. Additionally, this traverse has
been notionally planned to take place during the lunar night and it is the
initial human landing site using the proposed architecture, an additional
two working days (15 hours) of margin have been allocated to allow for
reduced exploration speeds bringing the total time taken for this traverse
to 14 days. However, if it is determined that crew cannot operate the LER
during lunar night, then this loop may be scheduled to occur in lunar daytime.
As previously mentioned, the feasibility of night-time operations needs to be
addressed by additional studies.

Traverse Loop 2. The second traverse loop travels to a large impact crater
north of Malapert massif. At this station sample collection of impact-reset
lithologies can test the hypothesis that it is a secondary crater of the Imbrium
basin-forming impact event (Spudis et al., 2008). Observations and potential
sampling of ejecta associated with this crater will help to constrain models
of secondary crater production and its effect on regolith mixing answering
goals within NRC (2007) Concepts 1, 3, 6, and 7. The traverse continues east
toward a small crater chain from which an ejected block can be collected (Sta-
tion 14). This sample may be suitable for cosmogenic nuclide studies which
can help provide an age determination for the impact event by constraining
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the effects of space weathering and the flux of solar radiation with time.
Nearby, at Station 15 samples of volatile-rich regolith will be taken across

a PSR boundary. This can help address the changes in composition through-
out the transition from volatile-rich to typical lunar regolith. Additionally,
impact melt breccia will be collected at this station. NRC (2007) Concepts
1, 3, 4, 6, and 7 are addressed at stations in this region. Additionally, as
the traverse is bounded on the east by the Leibnitz Beta plateau, sampling
of this third massif structure is possible at two stations (16 and 17). From
each station, regolith, massif, impact melt breccia material or volatile-rich
regolith will be collected. Observations of the massif structure and stratigra-
phy will also be documented collected via GigaPan imagery. Samples from
these stations can address goals from NRC (2007) Concepts 3, 6, and 7.

Stations 18, 19, and 20, which are on the south side of Malapert massif ad-
dress the collection of volatile-rich regolith from PSR, excavated components
from the Haworth impact, and the observation of Malapert massif structure
(NRC (2007) Concepts 3, 4, 6, 7). Stations 21 and 22 overlooking Haworth
crater will sample the impact-reset lithologies from the crater, providing one
of the first ages of a pre-Nectarian impact crater and addressing NRC (2007)
Concept 1. Excavated components entrained in impact breccia may provide
a measure of lithological variation in the lunar crust addressing NRC (2007)
Concept 3. Additionally, because of Haworth’s significant excavation depth,
it has the potential to provide information about the vertical extent and
structure of the megaregolith, which will be documented using the GigaPan
imagery, and broadly address NRC Concepts 3 and 6. PSRs will also be sam-
pled here, addressing Concepts 4 and 7. Final EVA stations along this route
will sample massif material and documenting the structure of the western
edge of Malapert massif, and additionally sample volatile-rich regolith from
small PSR, addressing NRC Concepts 3, 4 and 7.

Traverse 2 is approximately 282.8 km long, taking a total of 12 days (83.6
hours) to complete with the inclusion of 12 EVA stations. It has an average
slope of 5.6◦, and a maximum slope of 19.5◦, see Appendix A4-A1. Allowing
for communications dropout during an EM-L2 orbital pass, the traverse takes
14 days. Traverse 2 is envisaged to take place within the duration of a lunar
day to maximize the quality of stratigraphic Gigapan imaging, however, the
feasibility of crew operations within lunar darkness needs to be studied.

These two Malapert area traverses are, in general, similar to those de-
signed for Lunar Surface Systems during NASA’s Constellation Program
(Kring, 2011), which were then used for a 28-day-long, dual LER lunar
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mission simulation during NASA’s Desert Research and Technology Stud-
ies (DRATS) campaign of late 2010.

5.2.2. South Pole (Shackleton Crater)
From Figure 15 it can be seen that Shackleton crater descends to a depth

of approximately 4.2 km and its inner walls are fairly steep, with slopes of
approximately 30◦ (Haruyama et al., 2008) (Appendix A4-B1).

As mentioned in section 2, the interior of Shackleton crater is a PSR (see
Appendix A4-B4), and several others are located in the region. In addition
to PSRs, ‘cold traps’ (Watson et al., 1961), are widely distributed within
the South Pole region (see Appendices A4-B5 and A4-B6). These provide
ideal locations for addressing NRC (2007) Concept 4 which broadly aims to
investigate volatile flux throughout the history of the Solar System. It can
be seen from Appendices A4-B5 and A4-B6 that in addition to Shackleton
crater, neighboring craters Faustini, Shoemaker, and Haworth also contain
cold traps of interest for ISRU purposes and are also worthwhile targets for
exploration. Faustini crater is the only neighboring crater able to be inves-
tigated in this work due to the capabilities of the LER (Section 3.2). Elphic
et al. (2007) documented an increasing hydrogen gradient across the floor of
Faustini crater with a north/south orientation. The presence of this gradient
makes Faustini a prime location for sample collection and measurement of
volatile concentration and depth relative to surface temperature. The walls
of Faustini crater also provide an ideal location for sampling of material sub-
ject to a temperature change gradient as they are steep, yet accessible given
the parameters for this study.

Traverses and sampling stations for this landing site (Figure 15) are
planned based on three main parameters: geologic unit (Spudis et al., 2008)
(Appendix A4-B7), accessibility(slope) and volatile stability. Volatile maps
used for this study are H2O and CO2 ice stability maps calculated from the
temperature data from LROs Diviner Lunar Radiometer Experiment (Paige
et al., 2010) (see Appendices A4-B5 and A4-B6).

NRC (2007) concepts addressed by the South Pole/Shackleton crater tra-
verses are 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 7. For detailed station information, sample
collection methods, sample types, and masses, as well as NRC concepts and
goals addressed with this traverse please refer to the tabular breakdown in
Appendix A2-B and Appendix A5-B.
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Traverse Loop 1. Traverse 1 circumnavigates Shoemaker crater in an anti-
clockwise direction, stopping to sample the hydrogen gradient across the floor
of Faustini crater (Elphic et al., 2007), before continuing north to high pri-
ority Stations 8, 9, and 10 where extremely cold volatile rich regolith will
be collected to address NRC (2007) Concept 4. LRO-LAMP (Lyman Al-
pha Mapping Project) data has detected geologically young impact crater in
Faustini crater (Mandt et al., 2016) near Station 6, which could have exca-
vated volatile-rich regolith directly to the surface and, thus, this station has
a high priority. Station 11 is positioned between Haworth and Shoemaker
craters, and is the only station in this traverse which is not located in a PSR
(in order to robustly address NRC (2007) Concept 4 samples are needed from
a large number of volatile rich locations). However, its position renders it
suitable for obtaining imagery of both craters which will aid in the under-
standing of their stratigraphy and the vertical and lateral extent of volatiles
in both Haworth and Shoemaker craters.

Traverse 1 is approximately 324 km long, taking a total of 12 days (77.7
hours) to complete with the inclusion of 11 EVA stations. It has an average
slope 6.3◦, and a maximum slope of 23.4◦, see Appendix A4-B2.

Traverse Loop 2. Traverse 2, which circumnavigates de Gerlache crater in
an anti-clockwise direction, contains sample stations located on four geologic
terrains (pre-Nectarian terra material, Imbrian plains material, Orientale
basin secondary crater material, and Eratosthenian crater material) (see Ap-
pendix A4-B7). Station 15 in particular is located on the contact between
pre-Nectarian terra material and Imbrian plains material, and samples col-
lected from this station can be used for further characterization of these two
units which can address NRC (2007) Concepts 1, 4, 6, and 7 (see Appendix
A4-B8).

Traverse 2 is approximately 320 km long, taking approximately 11 days
(71.5 hours) to complete with the inclusion of 7 EVA stations. It has an
average slope of 5.5◦, and a maximum slope of 23.2◦, see Appendix A4-
B3. Similar to Traverse 1, this traverse explores locations within PSRs to
maximize the collection of volatile rich regolith.

5.2.3. Schrödinger basin
Post-basin formation volcanism has resulted in the deposition of both

mare basalts in the northern part of the smooth inner-peak ring floor of
Schrödinger basin, and pyroclastic material emanating from a vent close
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to the center of the basin (see Appendix A4-C1). Such materials are not
only significant for their insight into lunar magmatism, but also for poten-
tial in-situ resource utilization (ISRU) applications. The identification of
permanently shadowed regions (PSRs) within the basin (see Appendix A4-
C1) indicate that volatile species may be present and stable on geological
timescales. From the basin walls, it may be possible to sample the SPA
basin impact melt sheet (Hurwitz and Kring, 2015).

Schrödinger basin has been well studied, with O’Sullivan et al. (2011)
proposing three landing sites for human missions to its interior which focus
on mare basalt deposits, the pyroclastic vent, the peak ring, impact melt
breccia, or the Schrödinger melt sheet. Each site was constrained by a 10 or
20 km ‘walkback’ radius for the crew. Bunte et al. (2011) proposed a crewed
sortie-reconnaissance mission in which a single landing site was located within
the pyroclastic deposit, allowing access to the basin’s inner ring and volcanic
vent. Potts et al. (2015) designed two traverse routes for a 14-day solar-
powered robotic mission to Schrödinger basin, while Steenstra et al. (2016)
designed two traverses (a long and short route) based on a 3-year mission
plan in support of the HERACLES mission concept (Landgraf et al., 2015).
We incorporate all sampling locations from Steenstra et al. (2016) into this
work.

In this traverse, we demonstrate the scientific gain from the longer du-
ration, 42-day mission framework specified in the 2018 GER (International
Space Exploration Coordination Group, 2018). We provide three traverse
options, all of which can be utilized if crew-LER operations are permitted at
night, or two of which can be utilized if crew need to remain at the landing
site during lunar night.

The diverse geological terrains inside the basin, as seen in Figure 17,
allow all seven NRC (2007) concepts to be addressed (Appendix A5-C). A
detailed explanation of how these National Research Council (2007) concepts
and goals are addressed by the traverses in the following sections is found in
Appendix A2-C.

If the interior of Schrödinger basin cannot be accessed via the identified
access point by the LERs due to slope constraints (Section 6, and Fig. 8),
the crew would instead need to land outside of the basin. Such an exterior
site would be limited in terms of geological context and notable features.
In the external landing site we propose in Fig. 18, there is no access to
young mare, pyroclastics, or feldspathic primary crust. External impact
melts would also lack geological context, as the region is characterized by
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rough terrain dominated by the products of other impacts. We recommend
detailed slope studies be performed on finer resolution LROC NAC DEMs
(1 m/pixel) to ensure access to the interior landing site is possible.

Traverse Loop 1. Traverse 1 travels broadly north of the landing site, passing
through five different units as defined by Kramer et al. (2013) see Appendix
A4-C1). The landing site is situated in the pyroclastic unit, and the traverse
closely follows the ‘short traverse’ designed by Steenstra et al. (2016) which
highlights the eastern peak ring as of particular interest, due to extensive
M3 data availability and its close proximity to the pyroclastic vent (Bunte
et al., 2011; O’Sullivan et al., 2011; Potts et al., 2015). The identification of
boulders and associated trails in the Steenstra et al. (2016) mission enable
the collection of peak ring material from locations that are accessible using
the LERs in this study.

Traverse 1 samples the base of the peak ring formation (Stations 1, 2,
3, and 4 addressing NRC (2007) Concepts 1, 2, 3, and 6) as well as the
pyroclastic unit (Stations 5, 6, 7, 8, addressing NRC (2007) Concepts 1, 2, 3,
4, 5, and 7) before crossing the mare unit. At Station 13, the traverse samples
a PSR at a crater within the smooth inner peak ring impact melt unit of
the basin, which may act as a cold trap where volatiles are incorporated into
regolith (Kring et al., 2014). Station 16 samples the FeO-rich ridge described
by both Shoemaker et al. (1994) and Kramer et al. (2013), which is thought to
be the result of either buckling of the melt sheet or later extrusion. Samples
from this ridge may address NRC (2007) Concepts 1, 5, and 7.

Traverse 1 is approximately 267 km long, taking a total of 12.5 days to
complete with the inclusion of 16 EVA stations. It has an average slope of 3◦,
and a maximum slope of 14.8◦ (Appendix A4-C4). Soil trafficability studies
have previously been carried out by Steenstra et al. (2016) and indicate that
the pyroclastic terrain is amenable to traverse by an LER. Traverse 1 is
intended to take part in lunar day time, thus illumination is not a limiting
factor to the activities planned.

Traverse Loop 2. Traverse 2 travels south of the landing site, passing through
six different units as defined by Kramer et al. (2013) (see Appendix A4-C1).
Beginning from the landing site in the pyroclastic unit, the traverse closely
follows the southern portion of the ‘long traverse’ designed by Steenstra et al.
(2016) that draws on previous studies (Bunte et al., 2011; O’Sullivan et al.,
2011; Potts et al., 2015). Eight stations are included, at which boulders
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from the peak ring, regolith from a secondary crater field, and impact melt
breccias from the smooth and hummocky basin floor units are sampled.

Traverse 2 is approximately 205 km long, taking a total of 9.5 days (49
hours) to complete with the inclusion of 8 EVA stations. It has an average
slope 2◦, and a maximum slope of 9.7◦ (Appendix A4-C5).

Traverse Loop 3. After returning to the landing site to restock the LERs,
crew travel farther south of Traverse 2 to explore the southern-most part of
Schrödinger basin. Traverse 3 passes through six different units as defined
by Kramer et al. (2013) (see Appendix A4-C1), continuing along the ‘long
traverse’ designed by Steenstra et al. (2016) that draws on previous studies
(Bunte et al., 2011; O’Sullivan et al., 2011; Potts et al., 2015). Ten stations
are included, sampling boulders from the peak ring, regolith from a secondary
crater field, and impact melt breccias from the smooth and hummocky basin
floor units. Slope maps and NAC imagery have been used to plan traverses
within engineering constraints of the mission, however a thorough study of
the trafficability of LERs along collapsed material at the base of the wall and
along terraced material must be conducted in the future.

In the absence of additional studies concerning the feasibility of operations
during lunar night, this traverse has been planned such that lunar daytime
will begin as the crew approaches the first sampling station (Station 25),
see Appendix A4-C2. Lighting conditions during this part of the mission
are crucial as the crew will be observing the terrain changes and imaging the
stratigraphy of the terraced zone. Stations in this traverse are closely spaced,
collecting rakes, scoops and impact melt breccias from the wall material and
smooth hummocky floor units.

Traverse 3 is approximately 284 km long, taking a total of 12.5 days to
complete with the inclusion of 10 EVA stations. It has an average slope of
5.9◦, and a maximum slope of 19.7◦ (Appendix A4-C6).

5.2.4. Antoniadi Crater
At Antoniadi crater we find that the presence of both a peak-ring and

a central peak structure may provide the opportunity to sample material
uplifted from the lunar crust, as well as the SPA impact melt sheet, which
could be compared to similar samples from Schrödinger basin to address
NRC (2007) Concept 6.

Antoniadi crater contains nine geologic terrains mapped by Sruthi and
Kumar (2014) (see Appendix A4-D1A), who also identified and classified
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45 volcanic cones based on circular topography and the presence of central
pits, using spectral data to refine their composition (Fig. 19). Samples
from these cones may also provide insight into lunar magmatic processes
as pyroclastic material may be accessible, and would provide ground truth
for imaging spectroscopy analyzes. Also noteworthy is the mare basalt in
Antoniadi crater which is thought to be some of the youngest on the farside
of the Moon (Wilhelms et al., 1979; Pasckert et al., 2018). This may also
be compositionally different from the nearside/equatorial mare basalts that
have been sampled previously (Pasckert et al., 2018). Recent crater counts
suggest an age of 1.6 Ga for the unit around the central peak and 2.6 Ga for
the outer floor unit near the basin wall (Haruyama et al., 2009; Sruthi and
Kumar, 2014). These divergent ages suggest episodic volcanism has occurred
in the crater. Due to the wide range of geologic units within Antoniadi crater,
we submit that all NRC (2007) concepts may be addressed at this site (see
Appendix A2-D and Appendix A5-D).

The exploration zone and related scientific goals are based on previous
work by Clark et al. (2009), Fagan et al. (2010), and particularly Sruthi and
Kumar (2014) as they have produced the most detailed and current geologic
map of the basin.

If the interior of Antoniadi crater cannot be accessed via the identified
access point by the LERs due to slope constraints (Fig. 10), the crew would
instead need to land outside of the crater. Such an exterior site would be
limited in terms of geological context and notable features. In the external
landing site we propose in Figure 20, there is no access to young mare, or
feldspathic primary crust. External impact melts would also lack geological
context, as the region is characterized by terrain dominated by the products
of other impacts.

Traverse Loop 1. Traverse 1 explores the northern portion of Antoniadi
crater, as shown in Figure 19. The traverse passes through or along six
geologic units as mapped by Sruthi and Kumar (2014). These units are:
central peak, peak ring, hummocky floor, smooth floor, wall material, and
mare basalt (see Appendix A4-D1A). A total of 16 stations are dispersed
throughout these units as well as along key contact points to maximize and
diversify sampling.

Traverse 1 is approximately 253 km long, taking a total of 12 days (90
hours) to complete with the inclusion of 16 EVA stations. It has an average
slope of 2.6◦, and a maximum slope of 13.2◦ (Appendix A4-D2). If crew-LER
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operations are permitted during lunar night, this traverse has been designed
to be conducted during this time as illuminated conditions are more essential
for Traverse 2, in which photography of the crater wall has been planned.

Traverse Loop 2. Traverse 2 explores the southern portion of Antoniadi crater
as illustrated in Figure 19. This 395 km traverse passes through or along
seven geologic units as mapped by Sruthi and Kumar (2014). These units are
young crater ejecta, peak ring, hummocky floor, smooth floor, impact melt,
wall material, and mare basalt (see Appendix A4-D1A). A total of seven
stations are dispersed throughout these units as well as along key contact
points to maximize and diversify sampling.

Along the traverse from stations 20 through 23, documentation of the
crater wall will be conducted via Gigapan imagery, addressing NRC Concepts
1, 2, 3, and 6. Whilst slope maps and NAC imagery indicate that traversing
along the crater wall and through portions of terraced material is feasible, a
thorough study of the trafficability of LERs along the collapsed material at
base of the wall and along the terraced material needs to be conducted.

As this traverse is largely conducted along the basin wall, it is crucial that
this traverse be conducted during the sunlit period of the lunar day to allow
for photography of stratification within the wall material as well as ensuring
a safe traverse for crew over potentially rough terrain.

Along this traverse, there is an average slope of 3.5◦ with a maximum slope
of 14.3◦ (Appendix A4-D3). The total traverse time is 13 days (98 hours),
including a total driving time of 79 hours, 7 EVA stations, communication
dropout, and landing site breakdown operations.

5.2.5. South Pole–Aitken Basin Center
Traverses planned for this site can be seen in Figure 21. As mentioned

in section 2 despite its age the basin still maintains a distinctive FeO chem-
ical signature (Gibson and Jolliff, 2011; Moriarty and Pieters, 2018). This
compositional anomaly extends across the flat interior floor of the basin re-
lated to both volcanic and non-volcanic materials and is likely composed of
impact-melt breccia leftover from the extreme event that created the basin.
If able to be sampled, these impact-melts can be used to refine the age of the
basin and address NRC (2007) Concepts 1 and 6.

Nearby the landing site are mare and cryptomare deposits mapped by
Borst et al. (2012) and Gibson and Jolliff (2011) with conflicting extents.
These volcanic materials would help to resolve these discrepancies and may
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address NRC (2007) Concepts 2, 3, and 5. Additionally, as mare basalts
on the nearside range from 4.2 - 1.2 Ga, sampling from across the SPA
basin would determine if farside volcanism shares a similar timeline (Jaumann
et al., 2012; Pasckert et al., 2018).

To the northwest of the landing site is Bose crater which is approximately
90 km in diameter and contains a central peak (of diameter 15 km) and a
terraced crater wall. This central peak and crater wall (along with that of
Bhabha crater) exhibit low-calcium pyroxene noritic composition, which is
though to represent thick impact melt breccia associated with the SPA-basin
forming impact. No other regions of noritic composition have been identified,
suggesting that the norite was uplifted by the rebound during the impact.
Overlaying this noritic material is a gabbroic layer (Borst et al., 2012) which
may represent the remnants of the differentiated mafic SPA impact melt
sheet (Pieters et al., 2001). Sampling of this layer may address NRC (2007)
Concept 6.

Furthermore, areas within the SPA basin have received some of the lowest
contributions of non-SPA derived material, between 20–50% of both impact-
melt and foreign materials (Petro and Pieters, 2004; Petro and Jolliff, 2011).
Thus, samples of ancient regolith at this location will be less contaminated
by non-SPA materials and address Concept 7.

The Mars-forward 100 km exploration zone within the SPA basin cen-
ter involves investigation of the Mafic mound, Bose and Bhabha craters, a
small, unnamed geologically young crater, mare and cryptomare deposits,
and ancient regolith deposits (Fig. 21).

The region contains 7 geologic terrains from pre-Nectarian to Imbrian
age (Wilhelms et al., 1979). Borst et al. (2012) defined 9 geologic units for
the study region, however, the mare/cryptomare boundaries are disputable
when compared to those of Gibson and Jolliff (2011) (see Appendices A4-
E1, A4-E2, A4-E3). Traversing in this region will help to address these
discrepancies and comparison of samples from multiple adjacent flows would
provide temporal and compositional context for volcanism in the SPA basin
center.

The diverse set of lithologies within the proposed portion of the SPA basin
center allows for NRC (2007) Concepts 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, and 7 to be addressed
(Appendix A5-E). A detailed explanation of the specific NRC goals that
can be addressed by the traverses in the following sections can be found in
Appendix A2-E.
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Traverse Loop 1. The first traverse travels broadly south, visiting the Mafic
mound (Moriarty and Pieters, 2015). To investigate its origins we plan nu-
merous opportunities to sample putative impact melt of the SPA basin form-
ing event (Stations 4-7) and address Concept 1 to test the lunar cataclysm
hypothesis. Furthermore, the ejecta blanket of Bhabha crater (Stations 1-3)
can determine the age of the subsequent impact event, and ancient regolith
collected from various locations (Stations 4-7, 9) can investigate the nature
of regolith processes in the SPA basin center and address Concept 7. Addi-
tionally, cryptomare deposits (Stations 7-9, 11) can be sampled to address
Concepts 2, 3 and 5 to reveal the nature of the lunar farside volcanism.

Traverse 1 is approximately 308 km in length, taking a total of 13 days
(97 hours) to complete with the inclusion of 11 EVA stations and a 1.6 day
pause due to orbital communication loss. It has an average slope of 3.6◦ and
a maximum slope of 14.7◦ (Appendices A4-E4, A4-E5).

Traverse Loop 2. The second traverse circumnavigates north and explores
the central peak (Station 14), crater wall (Stations 12, 15) and impact melt
(Station 13) of Bose crater, sampling ancient regolith (Stations 12, 13, 15),
as well as mare (Station 16) and cryptomare deposits (Stations 17, 18) (see
Appendices A4-E2 and A3-E3).

The impact melt pond of Bose crater can be used to accurately determine
the age of crater-forming impact. Additionally, collecting samples of impact
melt from a number of locations may provide insight on the nature of lunar
history and chronology. Sampling of the central peak of Bose crater may
provide crucial information as to the presence, composition and possible dif-
ferentiation of the SPA melt sheet. SPA impact melt sheet may be accessible
from crater wall exposures, thus sampling stations have also been selected to
sample wall material. Traverse 2 is approximately 360 km long, taking a total
of 14 days (103 hours) to complete with the inclusion of 7 EVA stations. It
has an average slope 3.2◦, and a maximum slope of 6.1◦ (Appendices A4-E4,
A4-E6). We recommend this traverse take place in the lunar daytime due to
the terrain variation when descending into Bose crater.

6. Implied Trade Studies

This study revealed several shortcomings in existing data and analysis.
As such, we suggest that the following issues need more attention.

Detailed illumination studies were not possible for these sites due to the
limited resolution of DEMs available in the edition of the Lunar Mapping and
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Modelling Project (LMMP) available at the time of the study. Thus, a future
trade study must be conducted for all sites at a high resolution, especially
along traverses where the LER is limited to daylight driving only to maximize
hazard avoidance, increase visibility for crew and maximize scientific return
from Gigapan deployment.

Also with respect to illumination, we assume the LERs are able to drive
through PSRs, but the maximum duration of transit in darkness is not yet
constrained and requires an additional trade study. Detailed illumination
data should be collected and investigated in multiple dimensions (to deter-
mine if the entire LER will be in shadow, or partially in shadow) in order
to assess thermal load on the LER and partially address the allowable time
and distance it may travel in a PSR. Studies concerning the power source
type, availability of solar power, and/or rechargability of the LERs are also
required in order to factor in recharge times for all traverses.

Additionally, without accurate estimations of the reduced productivity of
the astronauts and the LERs during lunar darkness, this study assumes the
same rate of both IVA and EVA ability. Thus, there is a need for a trade
study which investigates both driving and sampling in limited illumination
conditions. Also, visual and experimental time requirements are necessary
for different instruments on board the LER(s) utilized along the scientific
traverse between sites.

If an autonomous mode were considered for the LERs over terrain that
had already been well-characterized, whether already traversed, character-
ized from high-resolution orbital imagery, or from Gigapan imagery taken
along the traverse, LER speed would have to be slowed in order to mini-
mize risk to the vehicles. This would have the follow-on effect of increasing
traverse time, however, as long as this remains within the 30% contingency
margin allotted to the 1-year travel time between landing sites then such
a mode could be considered. Autonomy, or partial-autonomy, may also be
particularly useful when considering prospecting operations, or continuous
sub-surface surveys over well-characterized regions. We recommend a future
trade study be performed concerning the feasibility (time loss, risk minimiza-
tion, hazard detection and avoidance) of autonomous navigation.

Future trafficability studies may be required to access to Schrödinger
basin and Antoniadi crater in greater detail. This may involve the creation
of high resolution NAC DEMs in order to facilitate hazard avoidance while
the LER are tele-operated and elucidate the effect of poorly consolidated ma-
terial on their access to human landing sites. Furthermore, additional hazard
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studies, such as rock abundance and crater density between, in, and around
landing sites are necessary for more detailed traverse planning because 0.5
to 1.0 m resolution NAC imagery was not available along the entire routes
we investigated.

Alternative traverse routes should be planned in the event that LER slope
capabilities change in the future. This may be done parametrically, cycling
through potential slope values in steps (e.g. 15, 20, 25, 30 degrees) and
assessing how this affects the science able to be obtained from these alternate
routes. Another angle to such a study would be to plan alternate traverse
routes depending on the chosen orbital configuration – assessing how travel
times, communications, and science gains will change if a Near-Rectilinear
Halo Orbit is selected.

In terms of future LOP-G studies, a study to optimize LOP-G visibil-
ity by using its capability to change its orbital phase, and demonstrate its
propulsion system, would be valuable. Additionally, detailed studies of LOP-
G visibility from the lunar surface taking into account the occultation of the
LOP-G by local terrain may be of interest.

In terms of additional data requirements, to maximize the scientific return
detailed geologic maps of the South Pole (Malapert massif and Shackleton
crater area) and South Pole-Aitken basin center would be required. While
spectroscopic data is limited at such high latitudes, future studies may also
wish to concentrate on the collection of this valuable data in order to further
refine material composition for sample collection.

While our analyzes provide minimum mass estimates based on the as-
sumption of rock and soil as the sampled material, volatile-rich and icy ma-
terial should also be taken into account. It appears the landing sites and
traverses will potentially provide access to them as well. Research into the
transport and storage of volatile-containing samples must also be undertaken
to ensure no sample context is lost upon transport back to Earth.

For this study, while ‘safe’ distances were calculated for traverses between
landing sites, and a 100 km exploration radius was used for planning traverses
at and around landing sites, in reality, traverses will be much shorter to take
into account a variety of additional contingencies that arise from further
detailed mission planning. In the course of this study we did undertake
preliminary crew activity planning in order to estimate overall traverse timing
which is not discussed in this paper; however, an example crew activity
timeline for Schrödinger basin is included in Appendix A4-C2) to facilitate
future research in this area.
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We also suggest an investigation of notional instrument payloads (taking
into account their dimensions, power consumption, and masses) which would
maximise science return along the proposed traverses. For example, a visible
to near-infrared (VNIR) multispectral camera or hyperspectral imaging spec-
trometer could aid in the ground-truthing of orbital data from Chandrayaan-
1s M3 instrument. A mass spectrometer like NASAs Sample Analysis at Mars
(SAM) instrument (Mahaffy et al., 2012), or ESAs Package for Resource
Observation and in-Situ Prospecting for Exploration, Commercial Exploita-
tion and Transportation (PROSPECT) Sample Preparation and Analysis
(ProSPA) instrument (Carpenter et al., 2014; Barber et al., 2017) may be
included for volatile analyzes. A drill, whether carried as an instrument by
crew on EVA, or attached to the LER as with ESAs ExoMars 2020 rover
(Vago et al., 2017), could also be used to investigate the vertical distribution
of subsurface material and collect well-preserved material for analysis. Using
the hole created by the drill, the crew could deploy a heat-flux experiment
package to measure heat flow coming from the interior of the Moon and ad-
dress NRC Goal 2d – characterize the thermal state of the interior. The
PrActive or passive seismometers could also be carried as part of the instru-
ment payload. Deployment of these seismometers at each proposed landing
site, effectively forming a seismometer array, could help to characterize the
lunar crust, mantle, and core and address NRC Concept 2.

Additionally, in order to address the recent impact flux (NRC Goal 1d)
at (and potentially between) all proposed landing sites a camera positioned
onboard the LOP-G could provide regular surface monitoring which could
be used to locate fresh craters for sampling by crew on subsequent missions,
or for the LERs to remotely investigate between crew landings if they are
equipped with a sample collection ability.

Manual estimation of regolith thickness could be performed for traverses
in this region by examining the size and morphology of concentric craters
using the method described by Oberbeck and Quaide (1968) and as performed
by Huang et al. (2018) for the Chinese lunar mission Chang’E 4. These
regolith thickness estimations could then be "ground truthed" during the
proposed mission using GPR measurements between and at all landing sites.

Once the results of the above trade studies have been obtained, traverse
and EVA times presented here may be calculated more accurately depending
on the task and priority of each station, and whether it is scheduled to be
visited in lunar daytime or nighttime.
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7. Conclusions

This study, based upon a design reference mission by Hufenbach et al.
(2015) as a prelude to the release of the 2018 GER, is a first-pass at the fea-
sibility of a five-site, LOP-G enabled, lunar sample return mission scenario
which utilizes both human and robotic assets. The findings of this study,
obtained through integration of multiple remotely-sensed lunar datasets,
robotic asset capabilities, and communications feasibility, show that a human-
assisted robotic mission to the lunar south polar region, including farside lo-
cations, can address all seven NRC (2007) lunar science concepts, and would
be a valuable resource for the early history and evolution of the Solar System.

The traverses between the five landing sites seem feasible within the
known engineering capabilities of the LER(s). Our accessibility study identi-
fied possible access to the interior of Schrödinger basin and Antoniadi crater.
Although, if future study of higher-resolution datasets, such as NAC DEMs,
reveals that these basin floors are inaccessible, exploration zones must be
limited to exterior surface locations, which would mean that significant geo-
logical context is lost (Figs. 18 and 20).

We find that tele-operating the LERs between the five proposed land-
ing sites along ‘science’ traverses can enable a significant amount of science
to be performed while remaining within the allotted travel time and slope
requirements with 30% contingency. Distances between landing sites are suf-
ficiently short (approx. 1000 km) and LER speed is sufficiently fast (0.36
km/hr) to conduct significant geological surveys during ‘science’ traverses,
some of which involve prospecting for icy volatiles in Cabeus and Amundsen
craters. We recommend the addition of sample collection technology, such
as a robotic arm, to facilitate this.

Given current engineering parameters it is not possible for the crew to
fully explore a 100 km exploration zone in 28-day or 42-day missions, however,
they are able to collect samples that address all, or a large fraction of the
NRC (2007) objectives, depending on the landing site. In the future using
variable rover speeds and EVA times on different terrain types will increase
the maximum possible traverse distance adhered to in this study.

To maintain consistent communication across all landing sites we have
selected a large southern-class halo orbit with an orbital period of 10.6 days
for the LOP-G, based on calculations performed by Lockheed Martin (2016).

As the parameters for such a mission are likely to change based on results
from future trade studies and asset engineering, components of this study are
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highly amenable to adaptation as necessary; similar assessments may be un-
dertaken for any proposed landing site. We find that surface exploration and
sample return from human-assisted robotic exploration of the lunar surface
would allow the international community to progress in its vision for larger
scale, Mars-forward campaigns and provide valuable insight for future lunar
exploration activities.
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Figure 1: An overview of all landing sites considered in this study displayed on a LROC
WAC mosaic of 100 m/pix. Projection is south polar stereographic.
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Figure 2: Percentage communication coverage for landing sites provided by large (A) and
small (B) halo orbital configurations (Lockheed Martin, 2016).
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Figure 3: Colorized DEM of between landing site traverses from Malapert massif to South
Pole-Aitken basin center displayed on a LRO LOLA mosaic of 100 m/pix. Direct traverse
shown with a solid line, while science traverse shown with a dotted line and landing sites
with white stars. North is towards every direction from the south pole shown by the grey
polar stereographic grid. The traverses progress gradually north, as shown with an arrow
in their direction.
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Figure 4: Colorized slope profile corresponding with the legend from Figure 3 of between
landing site traverses from Malapert massif to South Pole-Aitken basin center. Note that
the overall the route progresses downhill into the center of the basin.
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Direct rover traverse

Science rover traverse

Science traverse locations

Human landing sites

Malapert massif

South Pole/Shackleton
crater

Slope (degrees)
LOLA 100 m/pix

Figure 5: Direct and science traverses for Malapert massif to South Pole/Shackleton crater.
Direct traverse shown with a solid line, while science traverse shown with a dotted line and
stations of interest marked with blue crosses. The slope base map created from a LOLA
100 m/pix DEM overlaid on a LOLA hillshade. North is along every grid direction from
the South Pole as shown by the polar stereographic projection.
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Direct rover traverse

Science rover traverse

Science traverse locations

Human landing sites

Slope (degrees)
LOLA 100 m/pix

South Pole/Shackleton
crater

Schrodinger basin

Figure 6: Direct and science traverses for South Pole/Shackleton crater to Schrödinger
basin. Direct traverse shown with a solid line, while science traverse shown with a dotted
line and stations of interest marked with blue crosses. The slope base map created from a
LOLA 100 m/pix DEM overlaid on a LOLA hillshade. North is along every grid direction
from the South Pole as shown by the polar stereographic projection.
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Figure 8: 3D image of Schrödinger basin wall. NAC mosaic draped over 60m resolution
DEM. Blue line represents proposed rover traverse.
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Science rover traverse
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Slope (degrees)
LOLA 100 m/pix

Schrodinger basin

Antoniadi crater

Figure 9: Direct and science traverses for Schrödinger basin to Antoniadi crater. Direct
traverse shown with a solid line, while science traverse shown with a dotted line and
stations of interest marked with blue crosses. The slope base map created from a LOLA
100 m/pix DEM overlaid on a LOLA hillshade. North is along every grid direction from
the South Pole as shown by the polar stereographic projection.
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Figure 10: 3D image of Antoniadi crater wall. NAC mosaic draped over 60 m resolution
DEM. Blue line represents proposed rover traverse.
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Direct rover traverse

Science rover traverse

Science traverse locations

Human landing sites

Slope (degrees)
LOLA 100 m/pix

Antoniadi crater

SPA basin center

Figure 11: Direct and science traverses for Antoniadi crater to South Pole-Aitken basin
center. Direct traverse shown with a solid line, while science traverse shown with a dotted
line and stations of interest marked with blue crosses. The slope base map created from a
LOLA 100 m/pix DEM overlaid on a LOLA hillshade. North is along every grid direction
from the South Pole as shown by the polar stereographic projection.
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Figure 12: Colorized Lunar Orbiter Laser Altimeter (LOLA) Digital Elevation Model
(DEM) of Malapert massif overlaid on an LROC WAC mosaic of 100 m/pix. Includes
traverses, sampling stations, and 100 km Mars-forward exploration zone for reference.
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Figure 15: Colorized DEM of the South Pole region displayed on a LROC WAC mosaic
of 100 m/pix. Includes traverses, sampling stations, spacecraft probes, and 100 km Mars-
forward exploration zone for reference.
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Figure 16: Colorized DEM of Schrödinger basin displayed on a LROC WAC mosaic of 100
m/pix. Includes traverses, sampling stations, and 100 km Mars-forward exploration zone
for reference.
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Figure 17: Oblique view of Schrödinger basin exploration zone from 100 m/pix LROC
WAC mosaic. Units of interest are labeled.
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Figure 18: Proposed internal and external landing sites and exploration zones for
Schrödinger basin. LOLA 100 m/pixel hillshade overlain with geological map from Kramer
et al. (2013) demonstrates the loss of geological variety and novelty if the interior of the
basin cannot be accessed by the LERs. 59



  

Figure 19: Colorized DEM of Antoniadi crater displayed on a LROC WAC mosaic of
100 m/pix. Includes traverses, sampling stations, and 100 km Mars-forward for reference.
Data from Sruthi and Kumar (2014) regarding the locations of their volcanic cones is also
included.
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Figure 20: Proposed external (left zone) and internal (right zone) landing sites and explo-
ration zones for Antoniadi crater. LOLA 100 m/pixel hillshade overlain with geological
map from Wilhelms et al. (1979) demonstrates the loss of geological novelty if the interior
of the crater cannot be accessed by the LERs.61



  

Figure 21: Colorized DEM of SPA basin center containing proposed landing site overlaid
on LROC WAC mosaic of 100 m/pix. Includes traverses, sampling stations, and 100 km
Mars-forward exploration zone for reference.
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Highlights 

Tele-operated traverse routes planned between five key SPA landing sites. [73 characters] 

Accessibility study reveals potential access into crater interiors. [67 characters] 

Multi-duration, crewed exploration of landing sites within the SPA basin maximizes science returns. [99 

characters] 


